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1. Introduction
The study of optimal control of distributed parameter systems started in
the early sixties and since then there have been numerous important develop-
ments on the subject. Most of the works concentrate on linear systems. Se-
lectively we mention the important works of Egorov [24], Friedman [26], [27]
and the classical book of Lions [34]. Nonlinear systems were considered by
Cesari [14], [15], [16], Lions [33], Ahmed [2] and Hou [30] among others. A
comprehensive presentation of the nonlinear theory, together with the more re-
cent trends in the study of distributed parameter systems can be found in the
book of Ahmed-Teo [6]. Very recently, in a series of interesting papers, Ah-
med [3], [4], [5], studied the existence of optimal controls for large classes of
semilinear systems, as well as their relaxation properties.
In this paper we continue on the road paved by those three recent works of
Ahmed. We study the Lagrange optimal control problem for a large class of
nonlinear systems governed by Volterra integrodiίferential evolution equations.
Our hypotheses are general enough to incorporate both parabolic and hyper-
bolic distributed parameter control systems. First we establish the existence
of optimal controls by considering systems in which the control appears
linearly in the dynamics. Since the dynamic equation of our system is not
"instantaneous", but also has memory incorporated in the integral part of the
integrodifferential equation, we encounter serious technical difficulties if we try
to handle systems with the control entering nonlinearly. The otherwise power-
ful and elegant "Cesari-Rockafellar reduction technique" does not seem to
work here. Then we consider completely nonlinear systems. Now in order to
guarantee the existence of optimal controls, we have to pass to a larger system
with measure valued controls, known as the "relaxed system". For this aug-
mented system, we prove that optimal controls exist and in addition, under
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mild hypotheses the value of the relaxed problem equals that of the original
one. Again the memory feature of our system does not allow us to have an
alternative "deparametrized" version of the relaxed problem. Finally we prove
a density (relaxation) result relating the trajectories of the original and relaxed
systems. This result illustrates that the relaxed problem is the "closure" of
the original one. Two more results of this nature are also proved. Finally
some examples are worked out in detail.
2. Preliminaries
Let (Ω, Σ) be a measurable space and X a separable Banach space. Throu-
ghout this paper we will be using the following notations:
Pf(c)(X) = { i c l : nonempty, closed, (convex)}
and
P
wHc)(X) = {AczX: nonempty, w-compact, (convex)}.
A multifunction F: Ω-+Pf(X) is said to be measurable, if for every
ω-*d(2> F(ω))=inf {\\z—x\\: x^F(ω)} is measurable. Also a multifunction G:
Ω-»2*\{0} is said to be "graph measurable", if Gr G={(ω,Λ!)GΩχI: X^
G(ω)} G Σ x ΰ ( I ) , with B(X) being the Borel σ-field of X. For closed valued
multifunctions, measurability implies graph measurability. The converse is true
if there exists a complete σ-finite measure μ( ) on (ίl, Σ). For details we refer
to Wagner [42], Hiai-Umegaki [28] and Levin [32].
Now let (Ω, Σ, μ) be a finite measure space and F: Ω->2X\{0} a multifunc-
tion. By SpF(ί <p< oo) we will denote the set of all L*{X)-selectors of JP( ); i.e.
SPF= if ^LP(X): /(ω)ejP(ω) μ-a.e.}. This set may be empty. It is easy to
see that it is nonempty if and only if F( ) is graph measurable and ω->inf {||#||:
x^F(ω)}^L{. So if F( ) is graph measurable and ω-^sup {\\x\\: x^F(ω)}
belongs in L+(in which case the multifunction is said to be "integrably bounded"),
then SF^FΦ. Using SF we can define a set valued integral for F( ), by setting
S F(ω) dμ(ω)= (\ f(ω) dμ(ω): f^SF}, where the vector integrals of the rightQ JΩ
hand side are defined in the sense of Bochner.
Recall (see for example Barbu [10]), that the duality map of a Banach space
X, is the mapping P: X->2X* defined by P(x)={x*eX*: (x*,x) = \\x\\2=
| |#*| |2}. It is clear that for every x^X> P{x) is closed, convex, bounded and
furthermore the Hahn-Banach theorem, tells us that P(x)Φ0. Note that when
X* is strictly convex, then the duality map is single valued. Using fi( ) we
can define a semi-inner product ( , •)_ on X, by setting (x, j;)_=inf {(x*,y):
x*<=fi(x)}. An operator A: D(A)^X->2X is said to be "dissipative" if and
only if (x—xf, y— j / )_<0 for all (x,y), ( Λ I ' J ' J G G Γ A The operator A( ) is
said to be "/w-dissipative" if and only if it is dissipative and R(I—\A)—X for
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each λ > 0 . It is well known that an m-dissipative operator A(') generates a
semigroup of nonlinear, nonexapansive maps {S(t): D(A)-+D(A), £>0}, via the
Crandall-Liggett exponential formula: S(t)x=lim(I A)~nx for
Finally recall that by/
λ
, λ > 0 we denote the resolvent of A i.e. J
λ
=(I—\Ay1.
We know that this is a nonexapnsive map denned on all X and lim L x=x for
all x<=D(A).
Let Zbe a separable, complete metric space (a Polish space) and let B(Z)
be its Borel σ-field. By M\(Z) we will denote the space of probability measures
on Z. A transition probability is a function λ: Ωχ5(Z)->[0, 1] s.t. for all
A^B(Z)y X(-,A) is Σ-measurable and for every ©EΩ, λ(ω, ) e M i ( Z ) . If Z
is compact, this definition is equivalent to saying that ω->\(ωy •) from Ω into
M\{Z) with the narrow (weak) topology, is measurable. We will denote the set
of all transition probabilities from (Ω, Σ, μ) into (Z, B(Z))y by i?(Ω, Z). Fol-
lowing Balder [9] (see also Warga [43]), we can define a topology on i?(Ω, Z) as
follows: Let /: ΩxZ->R be a Caratheodory, ^-function (i.e. ω->/(ω, x) is
measurable, x-*f(ω, x) is continuous and |/(ω, x)\ <a(ω) μ-a.e. with α( ) ε L ί )
and let If: i?(Ω, Z)->R be the integral functional denned by //(λ) = I \ /(ω, z)
λ(ω) (dz) dμ(ω). The weakest topology on i?(Ω, Z) that makes the above func-
tionals (for any Caratheodory ^-integrand) continuous, is called the weak
topology on i?(Ω, Z). Observe that when Ω is a singleton, then i£(Ω, Z)=M\(Z)
and the weak topology just defined, is nothing else but the well known narrow
topology ("topologie etroite" in the Bourbaki terminology [12], see also Choquet
[18]) on M\{Z). Suppose Z is a compact metric space. Then the Caratheodory,
^-integrands can be identified with the Lebesgue-Bochner space L\C(Z)). To
see this, associate to each Caragheodory ZMntegrand /( , •), the map ω->/(ω, •)
EzO(Z). The measurability of this map follows from the lemma in [36]. From
the Dinculeanu-Foias theorem, we know that L1(C(Z))*=Leo(M(Z)) where
M(Z) is equipped with the narrow topology (Warga [43] calls this result
"Dunford-Petts theorem; see [43], p. 268, see also Dunford-Schwartz [22], p.
503). Then the weak topology on 7?(Ω, Z) defined above conicides with the
relative w*(L~(M(Z)), L1(C(Z)))-topology.
3. Existence of optimal controls
Let T=[0, ft], X a separable with uniformly convex dual, hence reflexive (X
models the state space) and Y a separable reflexive Banach space (it models the
control space).
The nonlinear optimal control problem under consideration is the follow-
ing:
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J{x, u) = (* L{t, x(t), u{ή)
Jo = m
(*)s.t. £(t)(=Ax(t)+[' K(t-s)f(s, x(s)) u{s) ds a.e.
Jo
#(0) = x0, u(t)^U(t, x(t)) a.e., w( ) measurable
We will need the following hypotheses on the data of problem (*):
H(A): A: D(A)^X->2X is an m-dissipative operator s.t. (I—A)'1 is comprct.
H(f): / : TxX->X{Y,X)
(1) t->f(t, x) is measurable,
(2) x-*f(t, x)* is continuous from X into X(X*> Y*) endowed with
the strong operator topology,
(3) \\f(tyx)\\χ{XίY)<a(t)+b(t)\\x\\ a.e. with a(.)tΞL2+
H(K): K: T-+X(X) is a C'-function, where X(X) is endowed with the
operator norm topology.
H(U): U: T X X->Pfe{ Y) is a multifunction s.t.
(1) (t, x)->U(t, x) is graph measurable,
(2) Gr U(t, •)= {(», « ) G l X Γ: we I7(f, Λ?)} is closed in Xx Y
m
(3) U(t9 ,τ)eIFa.e. with ϊΓeP w f e (y) .
H(L): L: TxXx Y-*R=R[J {H-^} is an integrand s.t.
(1) (£, ΛT, u)->L(t, xy u) is measurable,
(2) (a?, u)->L(t, x, u) is l.s.c. from Xx Y
w
 into J? and convex in u,
(3) ψ ^ + Ψ ί W \\x\\+ψB(t) IMI^L(ί, xy u) a.e. with ψ^ ), ^ 2 ( ),
2
+,
In order for our problem to have content, we will need the following feasi-
bility hypothesis:
H
Λ
: There exists admissible "state-control" pair (x, u) s.t. J(x, M)<OO.
Now we are ready for our existence result concerning optimal sontrol pro-
blem (*). By P(x0) we will denote the set of admissible "state-control" pairs
of(*).
Theorem 3.1. // hypotheses H(A), H(f), H(K), H(U), H(L) and H
Λ
 hold,
then there exists (x, u)^P(x0) s.t. J(x, u)=m.
Proof. First we are going to determine an a priori bound for the trajecto-
ries of our system. So let X( ) G C ( Γ , X) be such a trajectory. From Benilan
[11], we know that
Mt)-S(t)Xo\\^\'\\g(s)\\dsJo
where {S(t) ( )}t<=τ 1S th e semigroup of nonlinear contractions generated by
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A( ) and g(s)= [ K(s-r)f(r, x(r)) u(r) dr. So we have:
Jo
\\x{t)\\<\\S{t) *0|| + (' Γ \\K(s-r)\\ \\f(r, x(r)) u(r)\\ dr dsJo Jo
'iV(α(r)+ί(r)||«(r)||)|BΊ*A
where | W\ =sup {||κ||: u£ΞW} and \\K(t)\\χ(χ)<N for all ίGΪ 1 . Such an
N>0 exists, since by hypothesis H(K), K( ) is C1. Note that since t->S(t) x0
is continuous, there exists M
x
>0 s.t. H^ί) ^H^Mj. Therefore we can write
that
Mt)\\^M
x
+N\ WlbUaUi+NlWl Γ Γ 5(r) |Kr)|| dr ds .
Jo Jo
Invoking Theorem 1 of Pachpatte [35], we know that there exists M>0 s.t.
for all x(')^P1(xQ)={set of trajectories of (*)} and all ίEΪ 1 , | |*(*)| |<M.
Next let {{x
m
 u
n
)}
n
^1^:P(x0) be a minimizing sequence for our problem.
We will show that {x
n
( )}
n
^ι is relatively compact in C(T, X). To this end let
t^T\{b} and h>0 s.t. t+heΞT. We know (see Barbu [10] and Benilan [11]),
that:
\\gn(s+h)-g
n
(s)\\ d
f5) = l K(s—r)f(r, x
n
(r))u
n
(r) dr. So for all n>\ we have:
Jo
<\\x
n
{h)-S(h) x
o
|| + ||5(A) «b-*b|| + Γ|| P K{s+h-r)f(r, x
n
(r)) u
n
{r) dr
Jo Jo
- Γ K(s-r)f{r, x
n
(r)) u
n
(r) dr\\ ds
JO
O J s
+ΓΓ
Jo Jo
where ψ(t)=(a(t)+b(t) M)\ W\. Clearly ψ(-)<=L\. Then from the above
inequalities, we have:
\\xtt(t+h)—xn(t)\\->0 as /*-»0+, uniformly in n>\ .
Similarly we can get that \\x
n
(t)—x
n
(t—h)\\-+0 as λ->0+, uniformly in n>ί.
Thus we deduce that {#
Λ
( )}» i^ is equicontinuous.
Next let λ > 0 , ί e T. From Brέzis [13], we know that
\\χn(t)-J
λ
χ
n
(t)\\<— ( i+—) Γll 5M*«W-*«(OII^>i
5 \ s y Jo
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But note that
||S(r) xJt)-xJtt)\\<Z\\S{r) x
n
(t)-S(r) xJβ-r)\\+\\S(r) x
n
(t-r)-x
κ
(t)\\
£\\x.(t)-x.(t-r)\\ + \' || ΓϋΓ(ί-τ)/(τ,*,(τ))«,(τ)<ίr|| ds.
Jt-r Jo
Given that {x
n
{ )}
n
^i is an equicontinuous family, there exists μ( ) increas-
ing function s.t. μ{r)-»0 as r->0 and \\x»(t)—x
Λ
(t—r)\\£μ(r) for all n>l.
Hence
\\S(r) *.(0-*.(0ll^/*W+Γ \SNψ(r) dτ ds = β(r), n>\ ,
Jt JO
Γ
Jt-r
with fi( ) increasing and β(r)->0 as r—»0. So finally for \=βs, βEzN+y we have
y (1+yS) J] AW * ^ A ^
-> 0 as λ -> 0
and the convergence is uniform in w> 1.
But by hypothesis J
x
 is compact and so by the resolvent identity J
λ
 for λ > 0
is compact too. So the identity map on {#„(£)} «->i is compact =# ix
n
{t)}
n
^i is
compact for all ίGΓ. Invoking the Arzela-Ascoli theorem, we have that {x
n
( )}
 Λ
^
Γ
is relatively compact in C(T, JSΓ). So by passing to a subsequence if necessary,
we may assume that x
n
->x in C(TyX).
We have seen in an earlier estimation that for all w> 1 and fiEΞT s.t. t-\-h£ΐT
we have:
where as before g
n
(s)= \ K(s—r)f(r, x
n
(r)) u
n
(r) dr. Note that
Jo
\\x
n
{h)-S{h)x
a
\\<\h \\g
n
(s)\\ ds = Γ| | \SK(s-r)f(r, x
n
(r))u
n
(r)dr\\ds
Jo Jo Jo
o Jo Jo
Also we know (see Barbu [10]), that:
Finally set f
n
{r)=f(r> xJj)) u
n
(r). We have:
Λ(*+*)-Λ(*)l|Λ=(Ίlp
Jo Jo Jo
S t
l (
o
s+h
1 I
JO JO
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K(s+h—r)—K(s—r),, . ,
I I ! f \ \ ^ ( ) + \ Q \ n > \ ,
O JO ft
κ\S-r) ψ(r)drds+\AX()\
, b+\Ax
o
\ = Nlt a.e. .
where \\K'(t)\\£N', ίeΓ(recall that by hypothesis H(K), K( )<=C\T, X(X))).
Therefore for every »;> 1 and almost every ί e 71, we have
w
Thus by passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that £
n
->x in
L\X).
Also since ASftτ(.>Λ:>f(.))^ *S'^  and the latter is sequentially weakly compact in
w
Lr(Y)y we may assume that u
n
-*u in L2(Y). From Theorem 3.1 of [37], we
know that u(t) G conv w-lim {u
n
{t)\
 n
^
λ
 c conv w-lim U(t,x
n
(t)) a.e. and because
of hypothesis H(U), we have w-Πϊn U(t> x
n
(t)) c C/(ί, Λ?(ί)) a.e.. So ι*(ί) e U(ί, Λ?(ί))
Next let
 % ( i ) = r ^ ( i - j ) / ( i , ^ ) ) i i , ( i ) a and *(f)=Γ K(t-s)f(s, x(s))Jo Jo
ds. From hypot
L2(X). Observe that
w w
u(s)ds. From hypothesis H(f), we have η
n
{t)~->v{i) f°r a ^ t^T=$>η
n
-*η in
where A is the realization (lifting) of 4^ on L\X). We know (see Barbu [10]),
that A is m-dissipative too. Since L\X)*=L\X*) and L2(X*) is uniformly
convex (see Day [20]), from Proposition 3.5, p. 75 of Barbu [10] we know that
Gr A is demiclosed (i.e. closed in L2(X)χL2(X)
w
). Since (x
ny in—Vn) •
(x, oc-η) in L\X)XL\X), we have {x, i~η)^Gτ A^x{t)^Ax(t)+η(t) a.e.=Φ
(x} u) is an admissible "state-control" pair.
Finally we will show that J(x, u)<hmj(x
ni un). Recall that W with the
weak topology (denoted henceforth by W
w
) is compact metrizable (see Dunford-
Schwartz [22]). So from Lemma 2 of Balder [8], we know that we can find L
m
:
TxXx WW->R Caratheodory integrands s.t. Lm \ L and as m->°o and ψι(t)+
Ψz{t) \\x\\+Ή*) \M\<L
m
{t, x, u)<m a.e.. Let {δ«
n(.)( )}^i^^°°(^ M{WW)) be
the Dirac transition probabilities associated with the functions 2/
Λ
( ), n>\.
Then from Alaoglu's theorem and Theorem 1., p. 426 of Dunford-Schwartz [22],
we may assume by passing to a subsequence if necessary, that SUn >\ in
L-(T,M(W9)). W e a l s o c l a i m t h a t Lnm{t) ( ) = Lm(ty x Λ ( t ) , -)-»Lu(t) (•) =
L
m
(t, x(t), •) in C(WW) as n-+°° for every m> 1. To this end note that
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sup I LJt, *,(ί), u)-LJt, x(t), u) I = I LJt, *.(/), υ
Λ
)-LJt, x(t), v
u
) |
«eτr
since £,„(£, x
n
(i)> )—L
m
(t> x(έ), •) is continuous on W
w
. Again we may assume
w
that u
n
-+u^W. Then because of the continuity of LJt, , •) on Xx W
w
 we
get:
I LJt, Xn(t), v
n
)-LJt, x(t), Ό.)\-*0 as n -> oc ,
Hence by the dominated convergence theorem, we get that
Ll( )^L
m
( ) in L\T,C(WW)) as»^oo.
Denote by < , •> the duality brackets for the pair (L\T,C{WW)),
LΓ{T,M{W
a
))). We have:
<Ll, δUn> -* <Lm, λ> asίί-^oo
and note that <j£, 8 B Λ > = (* ( LJt, χ,{t), u) δ,,
ω
(Λι) Λ = (* ϋ«(ί, *.(*), «»(<)) dt,
JO JW JO
while <LW) λ > = (' ( LJt, x{t), u) \{t) (du) dt.Jo Jw
Also by the monotone convergence theorem we have
Γ ( L«(ί,Λi(ί),tf)λ(ί)(ώ)ΛtΠ L{tyxy(t\u)X{t)(du)dt as m -> oo .Jo JTΓ JO JΪΓ
By a diagonalization process, we have
Γ L
mM(t, xn(t)y un(t)) dt->[b[ L(t, x{t)9 u) λ(ί) (Λ) dt asw-^oo.Jo Jo JPΓ
w
Recall that u
n
->u in L?(Y). So for all ^ 4Gβ(Γ) we have
ί u
n
(t) dt^[ u(t) dt as n -> oo
5 w*M 8Unit)(du). Since δ.β(.)(.) -> λ in Z,°°(Γ,
we have:
[ \ u8
u ω
 (du) dt^[ I uX(t) (du) dt as n
Jil JίΓ Jil JpΓ
=#> ( iί(ί) rfί = f ( u\(t) (du) dt for all
J A J A JW
=Φu(t)= \ u\(t)(du) a.e. .
Jw
Since L(t, x, ) is convex, from Jensen's inequality, we get
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(' L(t, x(t), »(*)) dt = Γ L(t, x(t), [ u\(t) (du)) dt
Jo Jo Jw
<>[ 1 L(t,x(t)u)X(t)(du)dt
Jo Jw
^ \ L(t, x(t) u(ή) dt^lim [ L(t, x
n
(t), u
n
(ή) dt
Jo Jo
Since (x, u) is admissible, we conclude t h a t / ( ^ u)=m.
REMARKS. (1) Given u^Sw, the evolution inclusion describing the dynamics
of (*), has a strong solution X( ) G C ( Γ , X). This follows from a standard fixed
point argument as in Hirano [29] (Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.1).
(2) It remains an open problem whether instead of the linearity with
respect to w( ) of the dynamic equation, we can have a more general convexity
hypothesis on an appropirate orientor field (analogous to "property Q" of Ce-
sari [7]) and then apply the "Cesari-Rockafellar reduction technique" to establish
the existence of optimal admissible pairs (see [40] where this approach is ap-
plied to a more restricted class of problems with no "memory").
4. Relaxed problem
In this section we drop the nice features that problem (*) had. Namely
we no longer assume that the control function appears linearly in the dynamics
and that the cost integrand is convex in u. Then in order to guarantee the ex-
istence of an optimal admissible pair, we need to pass to a larger, "convexified"
system, known as "relaxed system". This new augmented system has measure
valued controls. More specifically the relaxed system has the following form:
Jr(x, λ) = (* ( L(t, x(t)y z) λ(ί) (dz) dt -+ inf = mrJo Jw
s.t. £(t)^Ax(t)+\ K(t—s)\ f(s,x(s),z)\(s)(dz)ds a.e. (*)r
= {μζΞM\{Ww)'.μ{U{t)) =
λ( ) is measurable
Note that in this problem f(t, x, ) is nonlinear and the original control
constraint set is state independent (open loop). So hypotheses H(f), H(U),
now have the following forms.
': /: rxlx7-»Xisamaps.t.
(1) t ->/(£, x, u) is measurable,
(2) (x,u)->f(tyx,u) is sequentially continuous from XχYw into Xw
(where X
w
 and Y
w
 denote the spaces X and Y with their respective
weak topologies),
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(3) \\f(t,X>u)\\<a(t)+b(t)(\\x\\+\\u\\) a.e.α
H(U)': U: T^P/e(Y) is a measurable multifunction s.t. U(t)<^W a.e. with
First we will show that the relaxed optimal control problem always has a
solution. By P
r
(x0) we will denote the set of admissible "state-control" pairs
for(*)
r
.
Theorem 4.1. If hypotheses H(A), H(f)', H(K), H(U)', H(L) and H
rt hold,
then there exists (xy \)^Pr(x0) s.t. Jr(xy X)=mr.
Proof. Let {(x
ny Xn)}n^i^Pr(xo) be a minimizing sequence for (*)r. As in
the proof of Theorem 3.1 we can show that fe( )K^i *s relatively compact in
C(Ty X) and {^ »( )}»^ >i *s uniformly bounded in L2(X)y thus relatively sequen-
tially weakly compact in L\X). Also {λM( )}w^1 is relatively sequentially w*-
compact in L°°(Ty M{WW)) (see Dunford-Schwartz [22], Theorem 2, p. 434). So
w w*
we may assume that x
n
->x in C(TyX)y £n->& in L\X) and \n -> λ in
L°°(Γ, M(WW)). We claim that (x, λ ) e P r ( ^ ) . By hypothesis for every n>ίy
we have:
= X0
where ^ M (0= Γ ^ ( ί - ί ) t /(ί, ^(s), z) λw(J) (Λ) ds. Let x * G l * . We haveJo Jw
(**> K(t-s)f(sy
x.(s), z)) X
n
(s)(dz) ds=<h
n
(tyχ*) (•), λ.( )>ro.d, with A^ί, X*)<ΞL\T, C{WW)) de-
fined by hH(t, x*) W( )=(ΛJ*> κ(t—s)f(s9 χn(ήy •)) a n d λΛ( ) ^ ^ 2 = {set of meas-
urable selectors of Σ( )} SoX^S-s,. Also as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 we
can show that h
u
(t9 x*) (-)^h(t, x*) (•) in L\Ty C{Ww))y with h(ty x*) (s) ( . ) =
(x*, K(t—s)f(sy x(s)y •)). Hence we have:
ζh
n
(ty x*),
Zg in L\X).
= (' K(t—s) [ f(s, x(s)y z) \(s) (dz) ds for allJo Jw
Thus we get
sxw
i-g) ΊnL\X)χL\X)
and for all n>\ (x
ny &n— ^ ) E G r Ay which is demiclosed since A being the
realization (lifting) of A on L\X)y is m-dissipative and L\X)*=L\X*) is uni-
formly convex (see Barbu [10]). Hence (x)£—g)^GrA=$>x(t)^Ax(t)Jrg(t)
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a.e.-*£(f)e=;4(f)+£ K(t~s) J^/(j, x(s)y z) \(s) (dz) ds=φ(xy X)^Pr{x0) as claim-
ed.
Finally by approximating L(ty x, u) with Caratheodory integrands on TxX
X W
m
 we can show as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, that
Jr(*> λ) = J* \WL& *(0» *) MO (ώr) Λ<lim j * J L(f, *,(*), *) λβ(ί) (έfe) dt
=Φ (#, λ)EP
r
(x0) is the desired solution of (*) r.
The augmented relaxed system will be useful if its value, equals that of
the original problem; i.e. m=m
r
. Namely we want to show that the relaxed
system captures the asymptotic behavior of the minimizing sequences of the
original problem. Such a result is usually called "relaxation theorem". Under
some additional hypotheses on the cost integrand Z,( , , •), we can have a
"relaxation theorem". So we will need the following stronger version of hy-
pothesis H(L).
H(L)': L: TxXx Y-+R is an integrand s.t.
(1) t-*L(ty x, u) is measurable,
(2) (xy u)-*L(t> xy u) is continuous on Xx Ywy
(3) \L(ty x, it)I ^ψi(ί)+Ψ 2(ί) (IMIM-IMI2) a.e. with ψ ^ ), ψ2( )<=L\.
If the control constraint set is state independent (open loop), then from
Hirano's existence result [29] (see also remark (1) after the proof of Theorem
3.1), we deduce that hypothesis H
rt is satisfied by all (#, M)GP(Λ: O )Φ0.
Theorem 4.2. // hypotheses H(A), H(f)", H(K), H(U)' and H(L)' hold,
then problem (*)
r
 has a solution and m=m
r
.
Proof. The existence of a solution for problem (*)
r
 follows from Theorem
4.1. Let (x, λ) be an optimal "state-control" pair for (*)
r
. Invoking Corol-
lary 3 of Balder [9], we can find u
n
(-)^Sb s.t. δUn->\ weakly in R(T, Ww) (see
section 2). Since W
w
 is compact, metrizable, the weak topology on R(Ty Ww)
coincides with the relative w*(Lββ(Γ,M(ϊΓ
w
)), L\Ty C(P7w)))-topology. So
w*
8Un -> λ. Let ΛIB( ) G C ( Γ , X) be the trajectory generated by un(-)y n>\. Ex-
actly as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, via the Arzela-Ascoli theorem, we can
show that {x
n
( )}
n
^i is relatively compact in C(Ty X) (see Proposition 5.1). So
by passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that x
n
->x in C(Ty X).
As before, set L
n
(t) (-) = L(t9xΛ(t), •) and l(t)(-) = L(t, x(t)y •). We have
L
Λ
-+LinL\T,C(W9)). Hence
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<£„, 8Un> = j* £,(*, *.(f), «.(/)) A - <£, λ> = j* j ^ i f t x(t), z) \(t) (dz) dt
-* Λ(*»> δ,J = J(x
n
, u
n
) -> J
r
(x, X) = m
r
 as n -> oo
«=#• m<imr.
On the other hand we always have m
r
<m. Hence we conclude that m=m
r
.
Again the memory feature of our system causes serious technical difficulties
in our attempt to introduce an alternative, control free formulation of the relax-
ed system. This was done by Ekeland [24] for memoryless systems driven by
semilinear elliptic equations and by Papageorgiou [38] for memoryless, com-
pletely nonlinear systems driven by evolution inclusions.
5. Relaxation theorems
In this section we will show that the equivalent relaxed problems (*)
r
 and
(*)£ are the "closure" of the original problem.
This is first illustrated by a density result, which shows that the original
trajectories are dense in the relaxed ones for the C(Γ, -XΓ)-topology.
For this we will need a stronger hypothesis on/( , , •).
": / : TχIχy->Jisamaps.t.
(1) t ->/(£, x9 u) is measurable,
(2) (ΛJ, U) ->f(ty x, u) is continuous from XxYw into Xm
(3) ||/(ί, x, u)-f(t, x\ u)\\<-q{t) \\x-x'\\ a.e. for all «G U(t) and with
 v
( )
(4) \\f(t,x,u)\\<a(t)+b(t)(\\x\\ + \\u\\) a.e. with
 Λ
(
Recall that by Pi(#0) we denote the set of trajectories of the original system
and by P
rl(x0) the set of relaxed trajectories.
Let h^L\X). By \h\
w
 we will denote the weak norm on L2(X), which is
f'defined by |h\
 w
=sup {||\ h(s) ds\\: t,t'^T}. Suppose that sup |\hH\|2<oo and
I I w
h
n
 1—^h. We claim h
n
-*hm L2(X). To see this let s: T->X be a step func-
tion i.e. s(t)= Σ Xitk-lttkl rky s(b)=rm, with to=O, tm=b. Then
\{h
n
-h, s)\ < Σ || (K(s)-h(s)) ds || ||r*||< \h
n
-h\
a
 Σ IWI - O a s » - o o .
To conclude the proof of the claim, recall that step functions are dense in
L\X).
Theorem 5.1. // hypotheses H(A), H(f)", H(K) and H(U)' hold, then
P
rl(x0)=Pjx^), the closure in C(T, X).
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Proof. Let x( ) e P
rl(x0). Then by definition we have
ί i(*)e=i4*(f)+Γ ( K(t-s)f(sy x(s)y z) X(s) (dz) ds 1I Jo Jw ί
I *(0) = * b , λ ( . J
Using Theorem 12.11, p. 221 of Choquet [18] we get, that if F(t,x(t))=
f(t, x(t), U(ή), then
conv F(t, x(ή) = { f(t, x(t), z) \(dz):
Jw
and so
f(t, x{t), z) X(t) (dz):
w
I * I
Invoking Theorem 2 of Chuong [19], we can find /z
n
e£;?(.,*(.)) s.t. h
n
 > h
where h(t)= ( f(t, x(t), z) X(t) (ds). Because of hypothesis H(f)" (4), h
n
(ΞL\X)
Jw
 w
and sup ||AJ|2<oo. So we have hn->h'mLHX). Let jRΛ(ί)= {MG U(t): hn(t)=
/(ί, Λ?(ί), u)}, n > 1. From the definition of F(t, x), we see that i?M(ί)#=0 for all
t^T and all n ^ l . Also from hypotheses H(f)" and H(U)', we have G r R
n
=
i(t,u)ZΞTxW: h
u
(t)=f(t9x(t)9u)}ΠGτ UEΞB(T)XB(W). Apply Aumann's
selection theorem, to find u
n
: T-+Y measurable s.t. u
n
(t)^R
n
(i) a.e. Then
h
n
(t)=f(ty x(t)y un(t)) a.e. Let xn( ) be the unique strong solution of
K(t-s)f(s, x
n
(s), u
n
(s)) ds J
ί
(see Hirano [29]). Then {x
n
( )}
n
^i^P
r
i(xo)' Arguing as in the proof of The-
orem 3.1, we can show that {#
n
( )K^i 1S relatively compact in C(Γ, X). So by
passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that x
n
-*y in C(T, X).
For every « > l w e have
*„(*)-( K(t-s)f(s, x
n
(s)y un(s)) ds(ΞAxn(t) a.e.Jo
and * ( 0 ~ Γ K(t-s) [ f(s, x(s), z) \(s) (dz) ds(=Ax(t) a.e..
Jo Jw
Since by hypothesis H(A), A( ) is m-dissipative, we have:
K(τ-s)f(Si xn(s), u^ds-Xiή+ΫKit-s) \ f(s, x(s)y z) \(s) (dz) ds ,
Jo Jw
P(x
n
(t)-x(t)))<0 a.e.
where P: X-+X* is the duality map, which is single valued since by hypothesis
X* is uniformly convex (see section 2).
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So we have:
< (Γ K(t-s)f(s, x
n
(s), «,(*)) is- [' K(t-s) \ f(s, x(s), *) \(s) (ώή is,
Jo Jo Jw
P{x
Λ
(t)-x{t))) a.e..
From Kato [31] (see also Barbu [10], Lemma 1.2, p. 100), we know that:
= \\xn(t)-x(t)\\ 4~ \\x
n
{t)-x{t)\\ a e
at
Also if we set q
n
(s)=f(s, x
n
(s), u
n
(s))y we have:
(Γ iSΓ(ί—J)
 ί β
(ί) ds-[ K(t-s) h
n
(s) ds+[ K(t-s) h
n
(s) ds
Jo Jo Jo
- { ' K(t-s) h(s) ds, fi(x
n
(t)-x(t)))
Jo
= (\'
o
 K(t-s) [q
n
(s)-h
n
(s)] ds, P(x
n
(t)-x(t)))
(' K(t-s) [h.(s)-h(s)] ds, P(x
n
(t)-x(t))).
JoJo
Hence we can write that
K(t-s) [q.(s)-h.(s)] ds+\' K(t-
Jo
Integrating the above inequality, we get:
\\χ,(t)-χ(t)\\2
<2 \' (Γ K(s-r) (q
n
(r)-h
n
(r)) dr, P{x
n
{s))-x{s))) ds
Jo Jo
+ 2 Γ (Γ K(s-r) (h
n
(r)-h(r)) dr, P(x
n
(s)-x(s))) ds .
Jo Jo
Since h
n
 ^  h in L2(Z) and /'(*»(•)-*(•)) converges in C(Γ, X*), we see that
2 Γ (Γ ^ ( ί - r ) (h
n
(r)-h(r)) dr, P(x
n
(s)-x(s))) ds^O as n -^ oo .
Jo Jo
Also by hypothesis H(f)// (3), we have:
2 Γ (Γ X(,-r) (?.(r)-A.(r)) Λ , /1(x(I(ί)-i(ί))) ΛJo Jo
< 2 Γ II^IU (%(r) \\x«(r)-x(r)\\ dr \\x
n
(s)-x(s)\\ ds.
Jo Jo
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Consider the following norm on C(T, X)
IMIo = sup [exp ( - λ Γ
 v
(s) ds) \\w(t)\\l to( )6ΞC(T, X), λ G i ? + .
t&T JO
Clearly this is equivalent to the usual supremum norm || |U. Using norm
|| Ho, we have:
2 Γ \\K\U Γ v(r) exp (-λ Γ φ) dv) exp (λ Γ
 v
(v) dv) \\x
n
(r)-x(r)\\ dr
Jo Jo Jo Jo
\\x
n
(s)-x(s)\\ ds
< 2 f' | | ί : |U | | * . - * | | 0 (Γ v(r) exp (λ Γ v(v) dv) dr) \\xn(s)-x(s)\\ dsJo Jo Jo
<2 (' \\K\U | | * . - * | | , ( Γ f rf(exp (λ Γ
 η
(v)dv))) \\x
n
(s)-x(s)\\ ds
Jo Jo X Jo
< 2 (' \\K\U \\xn-x\\o- (exp λ Γ
 v
(r) dr) \\x
β
(s)-x(s)\\ ds.
Jo X Jo
Without any loss of generality, we may assume that \<η(t) for all ίGΓ. Hence
we have that:
A Γ \\K\U \\Xn-x\\o exp (λ Γ
 v
(r) dr) | | ^ ) _ ^ ) | | ds
X Jo Jo
f' li^ll. | | * . -* | |β ,(ί) exp (2λ [' ^ ) ^ ) exp ( - λ ('
 v
(r) dr)
Jθ Jo Jθ
\U nx\\o e p (λ Γ
< A f'
A 
||*,(ί)-ίe(ί)|| ds
< A j[ \\K\U \\x.-x\\l
 V(s) exp (2λ j] ,(r) ir)
expj
Hence finally we have:
^ } m i exp(2λ J]
 v
(s) ds)+2
-h(r))dr,P(x
n
(s)-x(s))).
Passing to the limit as n—> °°, we get
exp(2λ ( ,(ί) ds)
Jo
(exp (-λ (' v(s) ds) \\y(t)-x(t)\\y<l]y-χψKll
Jo V
•» exp(-λ ('
 v
(s) ds)
Jo
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l b * l l o ^ l b * l l o .
Choose λ>| | i£| |L / 2. Then from the above inequality we deduce that
y=χ=Φx^P1(x0)==>Prl(x0)ςzP1(x0). But Pι(xo)^Prι(xo) and as in the proof of
Theorem 3.1 we can show that P
r
ι(x0) is relatively compact in O(T,X), while
as in the proof of Theorem 4.1, we can show that P
r
ι(x0) is closed in O(T, X).
So Pι(xo)^P
r
ι(x
o
)^'P1{xo)=Prι(xo) a s claimed by the theorem.
REMARKS. (1) Simple continuity of x->f(t, x,u) is not enough in order
to prove the above density result. In the theory of differential inclusions there
is a nice two dimensional example that illustrates this. For details we refer
to the book of Aubin-Cellina [7].
(2) To our knowledge, the first such density result for distributed param-
eter systems was proved by Ahmed [3] for a class of semilinear systems with
no memory. However as it was indicated in [39], there are some problems
with his proof.
Next we will derive two theorems that illustrate that the relaxed problem
describes the asymptotic behavior of the minimizing sequences of the original
one. For this we will need the following result, which is a continuous depend-
ence result of the elements in P
rl(x0) on the relaxed controls that generate them.
So consider the following evolution with λeL°°(Γ, M(WW)):
K(t-s) j^/(j, x(s), z) X(s) (dz) ds a.e.
From Hirano [29] we know that this has a strong solution, which is unique if
hypothesis H(f)" (3) is valid. Denote this solution by x(X) ( ) E C ( Ϊ 1 , X).
Proposition 5.1. // hypotheses H(A), H(f)" and H(K) hold, then λ
is sequentially continuous from L°°(T, M(WW))W* into C(T, X).
w*
Proof. Let λM -> X in L°°(T, M(WW)). Set xn(-)=x(\H) ( ). Then as be-
fore we can show that ix
n
{ )}
n
^i is relatively compact in C(T> X) and so we may
assume that x
n
-^Jt in C(T, X). Also as in the Proof of Theorem 3.1, we may
w .
assume i
n
 -> i i n L2(X). Working as in Theorem 4.1 with the "lifting" Ay we
finally get &=x(\)==>X-+x(X) is sequentially continuous as claimed.
Now we are ready for the first limit result.
Theorem 5.2. // hypotheses H(A), H(f)", H(K), H(U)', H(L)' hold and
(x, \)^P
r
(x0)9 then there exists a sequence {(xn, un)}n^1^P(xQ) s.t. J(xn,un)->
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W*
Proof. Using Corollary 3 of Balder [9], we can find u
n
(-)^Su s.t. 8Un -* λ
inL°°(Ty M{WW)). Let xn(-)=x(δUn) ( ). Then (xny un)<ZΞP(x0) and from Propo-
sition 5.1 we have x
n
->x in C(Ty X). Then because of hypothesis H(L)', as in
the proof of Theorem 4.2, we have/(#
Λ
, u
n
)=J
r
(x
ny δUn)-*Jr(xy λ) as n-*oo.
From this result we deduce the second limit theorem.
Theorem 5.3. // hypotheses H(A), H(f)', H(K), H(U)\ H(L)' hold and
(xy\)ξ=Pr(x0) solves (*)r, then m=mr and there exists a minimizing sequence
w*
i(x
ny un)}n^il^P(x0) of the original problem s.t. xn^>x in O(T, X) and δUn -> λ in
L~(T,M(W
a
)).
Proof. Is an immediate consequence of Theorems 4.2 and 5.2.
6. Examples
In this section we present in detail two examples. The first is a hyperbolic
control system and the second is a parabolic one.
EXAMPLE #1. "Hyperbolic optimal control problem".
Let Γ=[0, b] be the time interval and F=[0, a] the space interval.
Consider the following optimal control problem, with dynamics defined on
Tx V by hyperbolic integro-partial differential equation:
Ji(x, u) = [ Γ L(t, *, *(*, *), M ^ ) , ufa z)) dz dt -* inf = m
xJo Jo ot
z)ds on TxV (***\
xfa 0) = xfa a) =
and
dt
on TXV.
on {0}χF
We will need the following hypotheses on the data of (***)lβ
H(K)j: K: T->R is a ^-function.
H(f)
x
: /: T X F" X i? -» Λ is a function s.t.
(1) (ί, z)-*f(t, z, x) is measurable,
(2) x-*ffa #, Λ?) is continuous,
L: Γ x VxRxRxR-^R=RΌ {+°°} is an integrand s.t.
(1) (ί, 5f, Λ, y, w) -> L(ί, #, Λ?, y, w) is measurable,
(2) (x,yy u)-+L{t, z, x,y, u) is l.s.c. and convex in uy
(3) fafa z)<L{ty zy xyyy u) a.e. with ψ^y .)&L\Tx V).
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H
o
: Xo^HftV) and x
x
^L\V).
Also we will need the following 'feasibility" hypothesis:
H
Λ l: There exists admissible "state-control" pair for (***)1 s.t. J(x,u)<oo.
Let X=Hl(V) xL2(V). This is a Hubert space with inner product defined
by
Λ), (Λ, 3>2)> = J Jί(«) #(*) d*+\[y&) U*) ** •
Also X is separable, since both H\(V) and L\V) are.
Define the operator A: D(A)^X-^X by
A = ϊ ° Π
Lrf2/^2 oJ
with D(A)={(y
u
y2)tΞX: yx^H\{V) Π H2(V),:
From Barbu [10] we know that A( ) defined above is m-dissipative. We
claim that (I—A)'1 is compact. To this end let Be:X be bounded. We need
to show that (/—A)~\B) is compact in X. But note that (y1,y2)^(I—A)~\B)
=R(B) if and only if
where j ^ , j>2eJ3. Adding those two equalities, we get that y\(z)—d2 yι(z)jds£ί=
A(^)+A(^) From this and Poincare's inequality, we get that { j i^i^proj i
R{B)} is bounded in H\(V). Thus from Sobolev's embedding theorem (see
for example Adams [1]), we conclude that R(B) is compact in X=¥{I—A)~ι is
compact and so we have satisfied hypothesis H(A).
Set Y=L\V) and define /: TxXx Y-+X by
It is routine to check that/(•, , •) defined as above, satisfies H(f).
Here the control constraint set is U={u^Y: \u(z)\ <M}^L\V) and let
o
=Γ*°l ε l Also let i t : T->X{X) be defined by it(ί)=(0, K(t) I). Because
I X J
of hypothesis H(K)!, £(-) is a Cx-map from T into -C{X).
Finally let i : TxXx Y-+R be defined by
ί, y,u) - I
Jo
From Balder [8] (see also Ekeland-Temam [25]), we know that /,(•, , •)
satisfies hypothesis H(L).
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Rewrite (***)1 as the following abstract control problem:
Ji(x, u) = Γ l(t9 x(t)9 u(t)) dt -+ inf - mιJo
eAx(t)+[' £(t-s)f(s, x(s)) u(s) ds a.e.
Jo
= *o
u(t) ^ U a.e. u( ) is measurable
Note that this is a special case of problem (*). So we can apply Theorem 3.1
to get a solution of (***)( and so of (***)1 too.
s.t.
Theorem 6.1. // hypotheses K(K)l9 H(f)ly H^L)^ Ho and HΛχ hold, then
there exists an admissible control u( )^L°°(Ty L\V)) and a corresponding trajectory
x{-)<ZΞAC(TyHl(V)) with x{t)(ΞH\V) a.e. s.t. J(x9u)=ml9
EXAMPLE #2. "Parabolic optimal control problem".
Let T=[0, b] and let V be a bounded domain in Rn with smooth boundary
dV=Y. On Γ x F w e consider the following parabolic optimal control pro-
blem:
m2
/ cb r
J2(x, u) = \ \ L(ty #, x(t, z)y u(t, %)) dz dt -> inf =Jo Jv
)+ Σ (- l ) l β | D*A
Λ
(z,
 v
(x(z))) = Γ K(t-s)f(s, a, x(s, z)) u(s, *) ds
at \*\^m Jos.t.
Dβx(t, z) = 0 on TxΓ for \β\<m-l
I u(t, z) I < M, u{ , ) is measurable
/
Here a=(aly -~,ccn) is an /z-tuple of nonneagtive integers (multi-index),
\a\ =a
ι
-\ \-a
n
 (the length of the multi-index), D*=Dΐι—D*
n
» with D ~ 9 / 9 ^
2ind
η
(x)={D*x(-): \a\<m}.
We will need the following hypotheses on the data of ( * * * ) 1 :
H(A)X: AΛ: VxRnm->R are functions s.t.
(1) z->A0S(zy η) is measurable,
(2) η-+A
Λ
{zy η) is continuous,
(3) \A
Λ
{z9 η)\<cλ ||i7ll+Φi(*), ^i>0, &(-)<=L2(F),
(4) Σ (Λ(«, ^ ) - Λ ( ^ v')) (v«-V«)>C2 Σ h . - ^ l 2 a.e. with £ 2>0
Note that n
m
=(n+m}1.
n\ m\
H(L)2: L: Γ X Γ X J B ^ Λ is a normal integrand, convex in u s.t. φ(tyz)<
L(ί, s, a) a.e. with φ( , .JeL^Γx F).
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Also hypotheses H(K)j, H(f)χ and H
βl (for /2( , •)) from Example #2 are
valid.
Consider the Dirichlet form a: HQ(V)XHO(V)->R associated with the non-
linear elliptic differential operator of our problem. We have
a{χ,y) = Σ
\a\<,m
for all (x,y)€EHl(V)xm(V).
Because of hypothesis H(A) (3) and Krasnoselski's theorem, for every
multi-index a with \a\<m, we have A
Λ
( > η(x( ))^L2(V). So using the
Cauchy-Schwartz and Minkowski inequalities, we get:
\\
v
A
Λ
(z,
v
(x(z)))D*y(z)dz\
\ IAJx, ,(*(*)))12 dzf* {\
v
\D*y(z)|2 dsf*
Since a was an arbitrary multi-index of length <tn, we get
\*(χ,y)\£(ti\\χ\\H-ιv)+έ\\Φ\\2) \\y\\Hnvy £»
From this inequality we deduce that for every x( )^Ho(V), a(x, •) is a con-
tinuous, linear map from H"(V) into H~m(V)=HQ(V)*. Hence there exists a
generally nonlinear operator A: Ho(V)->H~m(V) s.t.
Also using hypothesis H(A), (4), it is easy to see that
(A(x1)—A(x2), x1—x2)>c2 ||#i—*2IIffj«(y),
i.e. A( ) is strongly monotone.
Let X=L2(V) and let A: D(A)^X-+X be defined by
Ax = Ax
for all x<=D(A)=iy^X: Ay^X}. From Barbu [10], we know that A is maxi-
mal monotone (hence m-accretive). Also from the strong monotonicity pro-
perty, we see that A is coercive and since H1S{V)(^L\V) compactly, it is easy
to see that (I-\-A)~ι is compact.
Let Y=L2(V) (the control space) and define:
(i) /: Γ x l χ y - l b y / ( ί , x ) « ( . ) = / ( ί , ',*('))<•),
(ii) L:TχXχ Y^R by l(t, * , « ) = [ L(t, z, *(*), u(z)) das,
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(***)£2
(iii) &:T
(iv) U = {we F : |«(x) I < M a.e.},
(v) i
o
 = *
o
( . )eL 2 (F) .
Rewrite problem (***)2 in the following abstract form:
J2(x, u) = \" t{t, x{t), u(ή) dt -* inf = nu,
JO
s.t. X(t)(Ξ-Ax(t)+[ £(ts)f(s,x(s)) u(s)ds a.e.
Jo
x(0) = JtOy u(t)^U a.e. u( ) is measurable
Again this is a special case of problem (*). Apply Theorem 3.1 to get the
following existence result:
Theorem 6.2. // hypotheses H(Aχ, H(K) l f H(ί)v H(L)2 and Hβ l hold,
then there exists an admissible control M( , )^L°°{Ty L\V)) and a corresponding
trajectory a( , )eAO(T, i 2 ( Π ) ί.ί. /2(Λ?, w)=m2.
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